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Abstract:- The study presents a pragmaticoutlook of Genetic Algorithms. Many biological algorithms are inspired by the
mechanisms applied on evolution and among these Genetic Algorithms are widely accepted as they well suit evolutionary
computing models that generate optimal solutions on random as well as deterministic problems. Genetic Algorithms are
mathematical approaches to imitate processes studied in natural evolution. The methodology of GA is intensively
experimented in order to use the power of evolution to solve optimization problems. Genetic Algorithms are adaptive
heuristic search algorithm based on the evolutionary ideas of genetics and natural selection. These algorithms exploit
random search approach to solve optimization problems. Genetic Algorithms take benefits of historical information to
direct the search into the convergence of better performance within the search space. The basic techniques of the
evolutionary algorithm are observed to be the simulated processes in natural systems. Thesetechniques are aimed to
carry the effective population to the next generation and ensure the survival of the fittest. Nature supports the domination
of stronger over the weaker ones in any kind. In this study,we proposedthe arithmetic views of genetic algorithm’s
behavior and the operators that support the evolution of feasible solutions into optimized solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a nature inspired computational model that finds part in most of the problem solving
strategies in order to get optimal solutions. These optimal solutions promise to increase the productivity of the computing
system that deploys the problem. In addition, it can be said that GA is a procedure that can be applied on search problems
to find approximate solutions through the principles of biological evolutions. Generally, the problem solving strategies
that adopts genetic algorithms use biologically inspired techniques namely; genetic inheritance, natural selection,
crossover and mutation. Inheritance and selection methods involve a general process to arrive at start up solutions
whereas crossover and mutation involves recombination procedures to get better solutions.

FUNDAMENTALS OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA simulates the survival of the fittest individuals over a sequence of generations. Each generation has a
volume of population. Each individual is a search space in the population; the search space may turn into a solution.
Thus, individuals are made to undergo a process of evolution. GA stands on the genetic structure called chromosome and
behavior of chromosomes within the population. The individuals in the population compete for resource and mates.
Better offspring are produced by these population as the genes from good individuals propagate throughout the evolution
process and hence competing and successive generation are becoming more suitable to their living environments.Figure 1
illustrates the methodology of GA.
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Figure 1. Methodology of Genetic Algorithm
Chromosome Encoding
A chromosome is a set of parameters defined with functional capabilities that represents solutions of a problem.
Genetic algorithm encodes the solutions of the problem as chromosomes. To start with, the functional parameters must be
identified and are noted as variable to receive inputs and these variables must be encoded into strings. The string
structure may vary with respect to problem and its input variables. The length of the string is usually determined
according to the desired solution accuracy. In order to get better implementation, various encoding methods can be used
in a particular problem. Binary encoding, decimal or real number encoding, integer or literal permutation encoding and
value encoding are the popularly known encoding methods.
Binary encoding uses zeros and ones and hence, the string may consist of combinations of 1‟s and 0‟s. It is
widely adopted by research methods, as it is easy implement bit wise operations. However, it might not be suitable for all
problems.
Decimal or real number encoding is used for function optimization problems. It is a proven solution for function
optimization and constrained optimization problems.
Integer or literal permutation encoding is used for combinational optimization problems as it searches for best
permutation or combination of solutions.
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Complicated values of solution that involve real numbers, alphabets, combination of real numbers and alphabets
use value encoding. In value encoding, every chromosome is a string of alphanumeric values. From the observations, it is
found that value encoding method suits well for most of the real world applications.
Fitness Function
Fitness function is the scaling factor used to measure the quality of individuals in the population. Generally, the
fitness function would be defined to encourage the formation of solutions that optimizes the objective function. Fitness
function helps to identify the best individuals/solutions. A good fitness function results in solutions that might be very
close to the desired or amongst set of solutions.
The fitness function quantifies the optimality of a solution so that a particular solution may be ranked against all
the other solutions. It depicts the closeness of a given solution to the desired result.
The Selection Process
The selection process is to retain the fittest individuals in the population from the successive generations. The
selection operator helps to get more copies of better strings and thus ensures good individuals for reproduction through
the process of mating. To continue the generation of new population, reproduction of the individuals in the current
population is very important. The fittest individuals are identified as best individuals from the current population and are
allowed for mating to produce new individuals for the next generation. Roulette wheel selection, rank selection,
tournament selection, steady state and elitism are the popular selection mechanism available to choose best individuals
for reproduction.
In roulette wheel selection, probabilistic selection of individuals is done. The probabilistic selection is based on
the portion of an individual represented on the roulette wheel. Individuals are selected with a probability that is directly
proportional to their fitness values. The fitness value of an individual corresponds to a portion of roulette wheel. The
selection of individuals for reproduction is similar to the process of spinning roulette wheel for probabilistic results. The
roulette wheel contains segments of different sizes. The segment represents an individual and its size could be
proportional to the fitness value, it means the fittest individual gets big portion in the roulette wheel whereas, the least fit
have correspondingly smallest segment. However, all individuals would get a chance with a probability that is
proportional to its size. The circumference of the roulette wheel is the sum of all fitness values of the individuals.
An individual would be chosen each time to get a fixed population. In order to choose „n‟ individuals, the
roulette wheel would be spun for „n‟ times. Better individuals will be selected more often than the poor thus fulfilling the
requirements of survival of the fittest. Let f1, f2,…, fn be fitness values of individuals 1, 2,…, n. Then, the selection
probability pi for an individual „i‟ is define as,
Pi=fi/(

𝑛
𝑗 =1

fj) (1)

Roulette wheel selection method gives a chance for each individual to be selected. It avoids the problem of
frequent selection of certain individuals and it would not reject individuals. Hence, an assort population is generated; also
wide range of population diversity is preserved.
Rank selectionmethod assigns a numerical rank value for individuals. The rank value is determined by the
fitness an individual in the population. In this selection, the individuals are sorted from best to worst according to their
ranks. The individual having highest rank is the fittest to get selected for the next generation population. The rank
selection method prevents least fit individuals from being selected. Sorting the individuals may consume time that would
result in increased time complexity.
Tournament selection method randomly selects a set of individuals and picks out the best individual for
reproduction. Tournament size is defined to be the number of individuals in the set. The tournament selection strategy
uses selection pressure (the degree to which the better individuals are favored) by holding a tournament competition
among „n‟ individuals. The selection pressure is nothing but an extent to which the better individuals get favors. Binary
tournament method is found to be the common tournament method. The winner of the tournament is observed to be the
best individual and it is obvious that the winner would have the highest fitness value out of „n‟ individuals. The other
individuals are identified to be tournament competent. Then, the winner and competent are allowed mating. The
tournament is repeatedly conducted as long as there are places for the new offsprings. An arbitrary selection procedure
may be used to get various tournament sizes.
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In every generation, steady state selection method allows very few individuals to create offsprings. Good
individuals with high fitness are retained for reproduction and this favors the maximization problem. This method
eliminates bad individuals and the new offsprings will be replaced to preserve the size of population.
In general, elitism method is carried out after the selection methods as it retains best individuals that could give
best offsprings for the next generation. When using elitism method, the quality of solutions in each generation increases
over time. There may be chances to lose the best individuals due to uncertain errors in either one or more of the operators
viz., crossover, mutation or selection procedure. Elitism method can be incorporated roulette wheel method and rank
selection method. It is proven that the elitism method could improve the performance of genetic algorithm.
Crossover
Itis a recombination operator that could create new offsprings for the next generation. The operator involves
steps. During the initial step, the reproduction operator randomly selects a pair of individuals mating, then a cross site is
selected at random places on the strings. Finally, the strings are swapped with respect to the cross site i.e., the first
portion of the first string and the second portion of the second string will form a new offspring similarly, the first portion
of the second string and the second portion of the first string would be combined to form another new offspring.
There are different types of crossovers namely, single-point crossover, two-point crossover, uniform crossover,
arithmetic crossover and heuristic crossover. The selection of crossover operators should ensure appropriate search in
genetic space.
Single-point crossover randomly selects one crossover point and interchanges the parts of the strings to obtain
new offsprings.
Two-point crossover randomly selects two crossover points within an individual and interchanges the portions
between the points to produce two new offsprings.
Uniform crossover allows the parent chromosomes to get mixed at the gene level rather at the segment level.
Arithmetic crossover uses the following equation in order to produce new offsprings from the parents,
Offspring1 = a * parent1 + (1-a) * parent2 (2)
Offspring2 = (1-a) * parent1 + a * parent2
(3)
Where, a is a random weight factor used to mark an influencial parent.
Heuristic crossover uses the fitness values of the two parent chromosomes in order to determine the direction of
the search.
Offspring1 = Best Parent + r * (Best Parent-Worst Parent)(4)
Offspring1 = Best Parent (5)
Where, r is a random number between 0 and 1.
Crossover Rate
Cross over rate is nothing but the probability of crossover. The probability varies from 0 to 1. Crossover rate
determines the ratio of the number of pairs involved in swapping the portion of strings to some fixed populations.
Generally, the crossover rates range between 0.5 and 1.
Mutation
Mutation operator involves the process of flipping i.e., changing 0 to 1 and vice versa in such a way that it
accepts a small mutation probability. The bits of the individuals are independently muted. The mutation of a bit does not
affect the probability of mutation of other bits. The mutation is simply a protection mechanism against an irreversible
loss of genetic material and it is used to maintain variety in the population.
Mutation Rate
Mutation rate is the probability of mutation and it is a value that determines the number of bits to be muted.
Mutation probabilities are smaller in natural population. In general, the mutation rates are varying from 0.001 to 0.5.
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Convergence of solutions
The genetic operators are found to follow randomness when they are applied. No mathematical proof is
available for convergence of GA. GA involves generation of population. The individuals are retained in the population
list based on their fitness values and the population proceeds towards the next generation. After certain generations much
improvement cannot be seen in the population fitness i.e., best individuals may not be seen for subsequent populations.
As the generation progresses, the population gets filled with more fit individuals and there can be small deviation of
fitness value for those who are away from the best individuals of maximum fitness values. The convergence of
population is achieved when the population is found with best-fit individuals after several generations. It is highly
appreciable if the convergence happens in very less generations. The fitness function is responsible for the quick
convergence of population. Applying operators on the converged population may lead to generation of weaker solution.
Conclusion
Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary approach to derive optimal solution from the existing solutions. The initial
population may consist of feasible solutions from a generic or hybrid algorithm which could be used for the evolution of
generations to produce optimized schedules. Randomness is found to favor most of the situations and therefore a partial
population may be filled with solutions generated out of randomness. The random combinations are ensured to be valid
by preserving the precedence constraints. The genetic operators are applied suitably on strings to get optimized results.
After a considerable number of iterations, the results are found to converge as optimum. Generally, the fitness function is
designed to validate the strings that can be considered as an individual in the population for next successive generations.
Designing a fitness function plays a vital role applying genetic algorithms for optimization.
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